SorbaView® SHIELD

PERIPHERAL SECUREMENT

SOLVED
NEW SIZE
SORBAVIEW® SHIELD FOR PERIPHERAL APPLICATIONS
SORBAVIEW SHIELD IS A ONE-STEP CATHETER SECUREMENT SYSTEM THAT COMBINES THE FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF A SORBAVIEW DRESSING WITH SHIELD TECHNOLOGY.

This premium-quality window dressing and superior-strength catheter securement product keeps the catheter in place, lowering the risk of complications such as dislodgement, phlebitis, thrombosis and infiltration.
VECTOR FORCE TUG
SHIELD TECHNOLOGY IS A MANUFACTURED STABILIZATION DEVICE BUILT INTO A SORBAVIEW DRESSING THAT CAN WITHSTAND A 9-VECTOR FORCE TUG, PREVENTING CATHETER MOVEMENT AND DISLODGEENT.

Feel secure – SHIELD secure – with this all-in-one solution that keeps microorganisms away from the site and keeps catheters in place.
SV233UDT

DESIGNED FOR PERIPHERAL APPLICATIONS
**CAREGIVER BENEFITS**

- SHIELD Technology provides effective catheter securement as part of the normal IV start procedure – no extra steps or extra time needed
- IV lines stay put, even when patients are transferred between hospital departments
- 96-hour wear time reduces number of unscheduled re-starts – saving nursing time
- Easy to apply and remove

**HOSPITAL BENEFITS**

- Establishes a standard of care and eliminates inconsistent methods of securement
- SorbaView SHIELD prevents catheter movement, so the risk of an IV complication – such as dislodgement, phlebitis, thrombosis or infiltration – is dramatically reduced
- A wear time of 96 hours meets the demands of hospital protocols

**PATIENT BENEFITS**

- SorbaView SHIELD provides a positive patient experience by lowering the number of times the dressing and the site are disturbed
- Latex free, non-sensitizing adhesive makes the SHIELD comfortable for patients to wear
NEW SV233UDT FOR PERIPHERAL SITES
WORKS WITH MULTIPLE CATHETER TYPES
SORBAVIEW SHIELD

Available in multiple sizes to fit any vascular access site

To learn more, go to sorbaviewshield.com

or contact your local sales representative at 800-248-4058

*LARGE SV37UDT
*MEDIUM SV353UDT
*SMALL SV254UDT
*PERIPHERAL SV233UDT

*Also Available with Adhesive-free Zone in
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

SorbaView® SHIELD and SHIELD Technology are the proprietary property of Centurion Medical Products.

U.S. Patent Nos. 6,841,715 and 7,294,752